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Abstract
Introduction: The COVID-19 pandemic is a global health emergency resulting in
widespread death and substantial disruption to daily life. Previous research has shown
that novel disease outbreaks are associated with high stress levels and sleep impairments that lead to neuropsychiatric consequences. Therefore, it is vital to study both
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stress and protective factors such as coping and resilience that may hinder or help
sleep quality during the COVID-19 pandemic. Further, as gender disparities exist in
sleep quality, it is important to understand the relationship between pandemic-related
stress, coping strategies, resilience, and sleep in bothgenders during the COVID-19
pandemic.
Methods: Our study examined how gender, stress, coping, and resilience were associated with sleep cross-sectionally during the COVID-19 pandemic in a representative
sample of US adults (N = 393).
Results: Consistent with many recent studies, we found that worsened sleep quality
in women compared to men persisted during the COVID-19 pandemic. Interestingly,
pandemic-related stress was not significantly associated with sleep quality, but pandemicrelated coping was associated with sleep independent of robust controls and
trait resilience.
Conclusions: Greater primary control engagement coping was associated with better sleep quality, while involuntary engagement coping was associated with poor sleep
quality. Future research should extend the findings with actigraphy and explore ways
to enhance beneficial coping and sleep health during pandemics.
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INTRODUCTION

anxiety in contracting the disease among the general population (Eder
et al., 2021; McKay et al., 2020; C. Wang et al., 2020). In addition,

The novel coronavirus has generated an unprecedented global public

government-mandated quarantining and social-distancing measures

health emergency. COVID-19, the respiratory disease caused by the

have been used to contain the spread of the virus, which has caused

coronavirus, is highly infectious, and has resulted in widespread death

substantial disruption to daily life (Brooks et al., 2020; Chu et al.,

(Dhama et al., 2020; Szcześniak et al., 2021). Thus, there is fear and

2020). The fear of exposure to the virus and downstream societal
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disruptions due to the pandemic (such as financial instability due to job

the stressor or one’s response to it, e.g., through problem solving) and

loss, isolation from friends and family, and changes to normal routines)

secondary control engagement coping (which focuses on adaptation to

are significant and pervasive stressors (Chu et al., 2020).

the problem, e.g., through cognitive restructuring) have been shown to

High levels of stress are associated with reduced sleep quality

attenuate the risk of adverse mental health outcomes and sleep impair-

(Dahlgren et al., 2005; Hoge et al., 2011; Tousignant et al., 2019).

ments (Carver et al., 1989; Connor-Smith et al., 2000; Finnell et al.,

Likewise, sleep impairments are a common feature of stress-related

2017; Lancee et al., 2010; Morin et al., 2003; Rosenberg et al., 2011;

psychiatric disorders (Benca, 1996; Breslau et al., 2004; Chang et al.,

Veenema et al., 2003; Wood et al., 2010). On the other hand, mal-

2019; Ross et al., 1989; Zhang et al., 2020). Previous studies have

adaptive strategies such as disengagement coping (viewed as attempts

examined how past infectious disease outbreaks have influenced

to suppress arousal, e.g., through avoidance), involuntary engagement

stress and sleep quality. Specifically, large outbreaks of novel infec-

coping (viewed as involuntary emotional and physiological stress, e.g.,

tious diseases such as Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS)

through intrusive thoughts and sympathetic arousal), and involuntary

and Middle Eastern Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) were associated

disengagement coping (which includes efforts to orient away from

with high levels of stress and anxiety (Khalid et al., 2016; Leung et al.,

one’s emotions, e.g., through emotional numbing) have been associ-

2003) as well as sleep disruptions (S. M. Lee et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2005)

ated with poor psychiatric outcomes and sleep disturbances (Carney

amongst healthcare workers and the general population.

et al., 2006; Compas et al., 1997; Connor-Smith et al., 2000; Held et al.,

The recent literature has demonstrated that stress during the

2011; Kwan et al., 2014; S. Lee et al., 2019; Matthews et al., 2016;

COVID-19 pandemic is associated with impaired sleep. For example,

Tobin et al., 1989). Elucidating how coping strategies influence sleep

studies conducted on college students during the pandemic revealed

during a global pandemic could be useful from a theoretical as well as

that stress predicts greater latency to fall asleep (Benham, 2020; Gas

an applied perspective. Given that coping skills can be enhanced with

et al., 2021; Saraswathi et al., 2020; X. Wang et al., 2020). In addition,

training, understanding which specific coping strategies promote the

among healthcare workers, a strong relationship between stress and

best quality sleep may support physical and mental health during a

poor sleep quality have been reported (Al Maqbali & Al Khadhuri, 2021;

stressful global pandemic.

Jahrami et al., 2020; Kim-Godwin et al., 2021). Importantly, the associ-

Similar to adaptive coping strategies, the literature indicates that

ation between stress and sleep during the pandemic has been reported

a high level of resilience may protect against stress-induced sleep

in diverse populations (Blume et al., 2020; Casagrande et al., 2020;

impairments (G. Li et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2016; Palagini et al., 2018; J.

L. Li et al., 2020), but more research is needed to examine whether

Wang et al., 2020) and stress-related psychiatric disorders (Shrivastava

these findings extend to the general US population. Moreover, previ-

et al., 2019). Recent research demonstrated that higher psychologi-

ous research studies have not thoroughly addressed relevant covari-

cal resilience weakened the relationship between stress on sleep qual-

ates, such as regional virus severity and socioeconomic status, to iso-

ity in both college students and healthcare workers (Du et al., 2020;

late the stress and sleep relationship. Lastly, the majority of research on

Labrague, 2021). These results suggest that resilience is an important

coronavirus has assessed stress using general stress measures, which

protective factor for sleep during pandemics in these particular popu-

precludes conclusions about the influence of the stress of COVID-19

lations. However, it remains unclear how resilience is associated with

on sleep. Thus, in order to expand emerging findings on stress and

sleep in more diverse populations during the coronavirus pandemic. To

sleep during the coronavirus pandemic, our research study examines

address this, the present study will examine how resilience is associ-

COVID-19-related stress and sleep among the US population, account-

ated with sleep in a representative sample of the United States.

ing for socioeconomic status and regionalized virus severity.

The emerging literature has explored gender differences in sleep

Though there is rich literature describing the association between

quality during the COVID-19 pandemic. Similar to non-pandemic con-

stress and sleep within the COVID-19 context (Alimoradi et al., 2021),

ditions (Baker et al., 2007; Mallampalli & Carter, 2014; Ohayon et al.,

less is known about the role of coping and resilience in determin-

2013), the literature indicates that women report worse sleep qual-

ing sleep outcomes during the COVID-19 pandemic. While coping

ity than men during the COVID-19 pandemic in diverse populations

refers to both cognitive and behavioral strategies to manage stress-

(Cellini et al., 2021; Franceschini et al., 2020; Paiva et al., 2021;

ful events (Folkman & Moskowitz, 2004), resilience refers to the adap-

Salfi et al., 2020; Siddique et al., 2021). Moreover, women report

tive capacity to bounce back or recover from stressful situations (Smith

greater insomnia, including longer latencies to fall asleep and more

et al., 2008; Steinhardt & Dolbier, 2008). It is possible that coping and

sleep disturbances, compared to men during the COVID-19 pandemic

resilience may play a larger role in sleep outcomes than the stress

(Casagrande et al., 2020; Del Río-Casanova et al., 2021; Lin et al.,

of the COVID-19 pandemic itself. Consequently, it is crucial to study

2021). As sleep impairments are an important phenotype in stress-

these variables together, to gain a full picture of how our sleep may be

related disorders (Ross et al., 1989), which are more common in women

affected during the COVID-19 pandemic.

(Kessler et al., 1994; Nestler et al., 2002), it is important to understand

Previous research (outside of a pandemic) indicates that coping
strategies can directly influence sleep quality (Pillai et al., 2014). Cop-

the associations between pandemic-related stress, coping strategies,
resilience, and sleep in both genders during the COVID-19 pandemic.

ing strategies can be adaptive or maladaptive (Compas et al., 2017;

Consequently, we sought to explore how stress and protective fac-

Conklin et al., 2015; Meng & D’Arcy, 2015). Adaptive strategies such as

tors such as adaptive coping and resilience may hinder or help sleep

primary control engagement coping (which focuses on directly altering

quality during the COVID-19 pandemic in men and women in the
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United States. In the present study, we measure pandemic-related

max analytic sample (Mage = 44.97; SDage = 16.34; 50.5% women; 68%

stress in a representative sample of the United States, while accounting

white; see Table 1 for full participant characteristics and demograph-

for robust demographic and COVID-19 contextual factors. Specifically,

ics). For individual analyses, we made use of all available data using list-

we control for subjective socioeconomic status and unemployment,

wise exclusion, resulting in somewhat different sample sizes depend-

which is especially salient to stress and sleep quality during a pandemic

ing on the outcome variable of interest (see Table 1 for ns on individual

with extreme financial burden and high rates of job loss (Rudenstine

variables).

et al., 2021; Nicola et al., 2020). In addition, we control for coronavirus
epidemiological infection and mortality rates for the location in which
each participant resided at the time of the survey, as regional virus

2.2

Procedure

severity could affect the stress and sleep relationship.
Our study collected self-report assessments of pandemic-related

The survey opened with an informed consent section and concluded

stress, coping, resilience, and sleep quality in a representative sample

with a debrief that provided links to coronavirus and mental health

of adults living in the United States in June of 2020 during the COVID-

resources. The survey also included an embedded attention-check

19 pandemic. We anticipated that greater pandemic-related stress

question, directing participants to “Select that you strongly disagree

would be associated with poorer global sleep quality, longer latency to

with this question” placed midway through the questionnaire within

fall asleep, and poorer subjective sleep quality. Further, we expected

a block of questions that used a 5-point scale ranging from Strongly

that maladaptive stress responses including involuntary engagement

disagree to Strongly agree. Participants who did not select Strongly dis-

coping would be associated with poorer global sleep quality, longer

agree were coded as failing the attention-check. Surveys included in

sleep latency, and poorer subjective sleep quality. Conversely, we

the study were: the Responses to Stress Questionnaire (RSQ) (Connor-

hypothesized that higher resilience and greater use of adaptive coping

Smith et al., 2000), the Brief Resilience Scale (BRS) (Smith et al., 2008),

strategies such as primary control engagement coping would be asso-

and the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) (Buysse et al., 1989).

ciated with better global sleep quality, shorter sleep latency, and better

Participants were compensated for completing the survey at a rate of

subjective sleep quality. Lastly, given the recent literature demonstrat-

$9.50 per hour and the survey took 17 min on average to complete. All

ing gender disparities in sleep quality during the COVID-19 pandemic

procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board of Bryn

(Casagrande et al., 2020; Cellini et al., 2021; Del Río-Casanova et al.,

Mawr College.

2021; Franceschini et al., 2020; Lin et al., 2021; Paiva et al., 2021; Salfi
et al., 2020; Siddique et al., 2021), we hypothesized that women would
experience lower global sleep quality, longer latency to fall asleep, and

2.3

Measures

lower subjective sleep quality than men. As high-quality sleep boosts
physical and mental health, a better understanding of how stress, cop-

2.3.1

Predictor variables

ing, and resilience are associated with sleep quality is vital to improving health outcomes, particularly during public health crises (Gentile

Stress and coping strategies: The RSQ assesses the ways that adults

et al., 2017; Hale et al., 2010; Milojevich & Lukowski, 2016; Peach et al.,

respond to and cope with stress (Connor-Smith et al., 2000). The RSQ in

2016; Tanaka & Shirakawa, 2004).

this study was adapted to assess stress and coping specifically associated with COVID-19 (used with permission from the Vanderbilt Stress
and Coping Lab). The first section of this questionnaire lists 15 stres-

2

METHOD

sors pertaining to various aspects of COVID-19 (financial problems,
interpersonal challenges, practical difficulties due to quarantining, etc.)

2.1

Participants

that prompted respondents to think about the magnitude of stress they
have encountered during the spread of the novel coronavirus, coded

Participants were a representative sample of adults living in the United

as 1 = Not at all to 4 = Very. For example, participants indicated how

States that matched the United States census by age, gender, and eth-

stressful “Challenges at home or with others because of COVID-19”

nicity. Participants were recruited from Prolific, an online recruitment

have been. Responses across the 15 items were then averaged to pro-

platform (Prolific, 2020). Participants who were selected and inter-

duce a pandemic-related stress score. The Cronbach’s alpha reliability

ested in the study were directed to an online survey programmed on

coefficient for this sample was 0.87.

Qualtrics (Qualtrics, 2020) in English, which they completed between

The second section of the RSQ contains 57 items that ask partici-

June 5 and 7, 2020. Due to the nature of the study’s recruitment and

pants to report the ways in which they responded to stressors during

administration, internet access and English literacy were two gateway

the pandemic. While items in this RSQ are tailored to COVID-19, they

requirements to participate. Participants were eligible for the survey

stem from identical factors that contribute to various aspects of cop-

if they were adults over the age of 18 that, at the time of the sur-

ing. The RSQ identifies five factors of coping (with example prompts):

vey, lived in the United States. 400 participants completed the survey

Primary Control Engagement Coping (“I try to think of ways to change

and, of those, 393 responded with complete data for all potential con-

or fix the situation”), Secondary Control Engagement Coping (“I realize

trols, predictor variables, and at least one sleep outcome, serving as the

that I just have to live with things the way they are”), Disengagement
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Participant demographics, stress, coping, resilience, and sleep descriptives in analytic sample

Demographics and identity
Variables

Categories or
directionality

M (SD) or
% (n)

Observed
range

45.08 (16.37)

18–80

Women

50.9% (200)

Men

49.1% (193)

Unemployed, looking for work

9.9% (39)

Other

90.1% (354)

Age
Gender

Employment

Possible
range

n
393
393

393

Subjective SES

Higher = Higher class

2.63 (0.84)

1–4

393

Highest degree

Higher = More educated

2.52 (1.10)

1–4

393

Race

White

67.7% (266)

Black

14.0% (55)

Asian

7.6% (30)

Other

9.7% (38)

Objective infection rate in countya

Higher = Greater infection rate

679.64 (777.25)

20.61–4081.48

392

a

Higher = Greater mortality rate

44.93 (61.57)

0.73–261.81

375

Pandemic-related stress

Higher = Greater pandemic-related
stress

2.35 (0.60)

1–3.8

1–4

393

Primary control engagement coping

Higher = Greater usage

20.79 (5.35)

9–36

9–36

393

Secondary control engagement
coping

Higher = Greater usage

31.01 (6.48)

13–47

12–48

393

389

Coronavirus—Contextual

Objective mortality rate in county
COVID-19 stress and coping

Disengagement coping

Higher = Greater usage

16.60 (5.12)

9–36

9–36

393

Involuntary engagement

Higher = Greater usage

25.61 (9.10)

15–59

15–60

393

Involuntary disengagement

Higher = Greater usage

19.24 (6.51)

12–41

12–48

393

Higher = Greater resilience

3.39 (0.90)

1–5

1–5

393

Global sleep quality

Higher = Poorer sleep

6.61 (3.68)

0–17

0–21

355

Sleep latency

Higher = Longer latencies

1.29 (1.08)

0–3

0–3

389

Subjective sleep quality

Higher = Poorer quality

1.24 (0.68)

0–3

0–3

393

Brief Resilience Scale
Mean resilience
Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index

a

Variables were log-transformed in all analyses, but raw values reported here to aid in interpretation.

Coping (“I try not to think about it, to forget all about it”), Involuntary

2.4

Resiliency

Engagement (“When I am dealing with the stress of COVID-19, I feel
it in my body”), and Involuntary Disengagement (“When faced with the

Participants responded to the BRS, a questionnaire that reliably

stress of COVID-19, I don’t feel anything at all, it’s like I have no feel-

assesses resilience as the ability to bounce back or recover from stress

ings”) (Connor-Smith et al., 2000). Participants responded on a scale

(Smith et al., 2008). BRS items ask respondents to indicate their agree-

from 1 = Not at all to 4 = A lot and responses for each subscale were

ment with six separate statements responding from 1 = strongly dis-

averaged. The Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficients were: primary

agree to 5 = strongly agree. An example item from the inventory is “I tend

control engagement coping, 0.79; secondary control engagement cop-

to bounce back quickly after hard times.” The Cronbach’s alpha reliabil-

ing, 0.81; disengagement coping, 0.77; involuntary engagement, 0.93;

ity coefficient was 0.90 and the six items were averaged to produce a

and involuntary disengagement, 0.88.

final BRS score.
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2.4.1
Outcome variables—Global sleep quality,
sleep latency, and subjective sleep quality

in an infection or mortality count per 100,000 person rate. Due to an
extreme positive skew, raw values were log-transformed, with a higher
number representing higher infection and mortality rates. See Table 1

Sleep measures were assessed using the PSQI, a questionnaire that

for the demographic breakdown and descriptives of this analytic

assesses habitual sleep quality through self-report. The global sleep

sample.

quality score was calculated by summing all 7 component scores of
the PSQI; scores ranged from 0 to 21, such that higher scores indicate
poorer sleep (Buysse et al., 1989). The Cronbach’s alpha reliability

2.5

Data analysis

coefficient was 0.71. We also analyzed the sleep latency and subjective
sleep quality components of the PSQI separately, as we were inter-

For a linear regression with 10 predictors (our estimated max number

ested in determining whether gender disparities in these specific sleep

of controls and predictors), an a priori power analysis was conducted in

components persisted during the coronavirus pandemic (Baker et al.,

G*Power (Faul et al., 2009) and yielded a sample size of 254 with the

2007; Mallampalli & Carter, 2014; Ohayon et al., 2013). Participants’

following settings: power at 0.95, alpha error probability at .05, and a

responses to particular PSQI prompts were sometimes missing or

small to medium effect size (∼f2 = 0.10); thus, our study was adequately

uninterpretable, which resulted in lower participant numbers in the

powered.
To determine putative covariates for hypothesis testing, we exam-

final scores (Table 1).

ined whether patterns in bivariate relationships emerged between
demographic variables and components of sleep at p < .05 and included

2.4.2

Demographics

variables that were associated with any sleep outcome across all
three sleep hypothesis tests. Next, we examined general bivariate

Participants reported their age, gender, highest level of education, cur-

associations between predictor variables (gender, stress, coping, and

rent employment status, race and ethnicity, socioeconomic status, and

resilience) and components of sleep, applying Pearson correlation,

ZIP code where they resided at the time of survey completion. Par-

point-biserial correlations, and ANOVA as appropriate (see Table 2).

ticipants selected whether they identified as a woman (0), man (1) or

To determine the unique contribution of gender, stress, coping, and

other (2); four participants reported a gender that was not the gen-

resilience to sleep components, hypothesis testing was conducted

der binary category and, since this group was not adequately pow-

using linear regression, entering putative controls, stress, coping, and

ered to draw meaningful conclusions about group differences, further

resilience simultaneously on a separate regression for each sleep

analyses focused on participants who identified as men or women.

component. We conducted data quality sensitivity analyses for each

Participants reported on their highest level of education, coded from

regression, repeating the regression while excluding the 19 partici-

0 = some high school or only high school; 1 = Associate’s degree

pants who failed the attention-check. In total, three separate regres-

or some college; 2 = Bachelor’s Degree; or 3 = More than bache-

sions were run (one for each sleep measure), with three putative con-

lor’s degree. Participants reported whether they were currently unem-

trols and seven predictor variables in each regression (see Table 3). All

ployed and trying to find work (0 = Other; 1 = Unemployed, Look-

analyses were performed using SPSS Software version 26. In all anal-

ing for Work). To allow for reflexive self-representation, participants

yses, α < 0.05 was regarded as statistically significant. To capitalize on

reported their race and ethnicity using a “check-all-that-apply” ques-

all available data, analyses were conducted with available-case analysis

tion that included: White, Hispanic, Black, Asian, Native Hawaiian or

(pairwise deletion; see Tables 1 and 2 for individual construct ns).

Pacific Islander, Prefer not to say, and Other (with a fill-in option). We
used participant responses to create any groups over 30 that emerged.
Race and ethnicity was coded as 1 = White; 2 = Black; 3 = Asian; or

3

RESULTS

4 = Other (including multiracial/multiethnic participants who selected
more than one). For subjective socioeconomic status, participants were

3.1

Preliminary analyses—Bivariate associations

asked to identify which social class they felt they belonged to on a
5-point scale, such that higher scores indicated a higher subjective

Being older and being of higher subjective socioeconomic status were

estimate of a participant’s socioeconomic status (Dietze & Knowles,

negatively associated with at least one sleep component (ps < 0.05)

2016).

and were included as control variables in all hypotheses analyses

Participants’ self-reported resident zip codes were used to calculate

(Table 2). Objective infection and mortality rates, education level,

objective coronavirus epidemiological infection and mortality rates for

employment status, and race and ethnicity were not significantly

the county each participant was residing in at the time of the survey.

associated with any component of sleep (ps > 0.05), and therefore

These rates were derived from geographically based objective county

were not included in further analyses (Table 2).

infection counts collated by the Johns Hopkins University Center

Bivariate analyses revealed that women reported poorer global

for Systems Science Dashboard (Dong et al., 2020). To create a rate,

sleep quality than men (women: M = 7.15, SD = 3.97; men: M = 6.03,

infection or mortality counts were divided by census population esti-

SD = 3.26, t = 2.91, p < .005). However, men and women did not

mates for the respective county and multiplied by 100,000, resulting

significantly differ in their sleep latency score (p = .101). Additionally,
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Bivariate associations of demographics, stress, coping, and resilience with sleep components

Demographics and
coronavirus-contextual
controls

Age

Gender

Race/ethnicity

Subjective SES

Education level

Unemployed,
looking for work

Objective infection
rate

Objective mortality
rate

Stress, coping, and
resilience

Pandemic-related
stress

Primary control
coping

Secondary control
coping

Global sleep
quality

Sleep
latency

Subjective sleep
quality

r

−0.059

−0.193

−0.017

p

.267

<.001

.738

n

355

389

393

r

−0.152

−0.083

−0.105

p

.004

.101

.037

n

355

389

393

F

1.385

2.485

2.336

p

.247

.060

.073

n

351

385

389

r

−0.175

−0.080

−0.236

p

.001

.115

<.0001

n

355

389

393

r

−0.066

−0.094

−0.054

p

.215

.064

.282

n

355

389

393

r

−0.034

0.033

0.083

p

.521

.513

.100

n

355

389

393

r

−0.060

−0.004

−0.024

p

.260

.944

.638

n

354

388

392

r

−0.061

−0004

−0.024

p

.260

.944

.638

n

339

372

375

r

0.307

0.257

0.277

p

<.0001

<.0001

<.0001

n

355

389

393

r

0.030

−0.001

−0.053

p

.574

.978

.294

n

355

389

393

r

−0.170

−0.081

−0.209

p

.001

.112

<.0001

n

355

389

393

Disengagement
coping

r

0.192

0.156

0.157

p

<.001

.002

.002

n

355

389

393

Involuntary
engagement

r

0.432

0.288

0.361

p

<.0001

<.0001

<.0001

n

355

389

393

Involuntary
disengagement

r

0.381

0.259

0.297

p

<.0001

<.0001

<.0001

n

355

389

393

Brief Resilience
Scale

r

−0.394

−0.289

−0.326

p

<.0001

<.0001

<.0001

n

355

389

393

Notes: Bold signifies significance at p < .05. Gender (0 = woman; 1 = man); Employment status (0 = Not unemployed, looking for work; 1 = Unemployed, looking for work). Continuous variables are coded such that higher is “more/greater” of the variable. PSQI variables are coded such that higher is “poorer/worse”
of the variable. Race is a categorical variable and F-tests from ANOVAs are reported.
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TA B L E 3 Parameter estimates, standard errors, and significance levels for regressions predicting global sleep quality, sleep latency, and
subjective sleep quality
Global sleep
quality

Sleep
latency

Subjective
sleep quality

R2

0.283

0.155

0.231

N

355

389

393

β

0.051

−0.127

0.049

Std. Error

0.011

0.003

0.002

p

.293

.013

.305

Variable

Age

Gender

Subjective SES

Pandemic−related stress

Primary control coping

Secondary control coping

Disengagement coping

Involuntary engagement

Involuntary disengagement

Brief Resilience Scale

β

−0.114

−0.069

−0.075

Std. Error

0.348

0.106

0.063

p

.017

.160

.106

β

−0.085

−0.020

−0.155

Std. Error

0.206

0.063

0.038

p

.072

.588

.001

β

0.098

0.124

0.124

Std. Error

0.389

0.117

0.070

p

.117

.056

.043

β

−0.138

−0.147

−0.166

Std. Error

0.044

0.013

0.008

p

.029

.024

.007

β

0.039

0.088

−0.028

Std. Error

0.036

0.011

0.006

p

.523

.173

.649

β

−0.183

−0.107

−0.104

Std. Error

0.049

0.015

0.009

p

.008

.137

.124

β

0.318

0.205

0.316

Std. Error

0.037

0.011

0.007

p

<.001

.027

<.001

β

0.141

0.029

0.013

Std. Error

0.050

0.015

0.009

p

.111

.752

.882

β

−0.199

−0.168

−0.114

Std. Error

0.234

0.070

0.042

p

<.001

.004

.041

Note: Bold indicates that the relationships were significant (p < .05).

women reported poorer subjective sleep quality than men (women:

3.2

Main analyses—Hypothesis testing

M = 1.31, SD = 0.70; men: M = 1.17, SD = 0.66, t = 2.10, p = .036).
Resilience score and secondary control engagement coping were neg-

3.2.1

Global sleep quality

atively associated with overall global sleep quality score (ps < 0.001;
Table 2). Conversely, pandemic-related stress, disengagement coping,

Using linear regression, we first examined how gender, pandemic-

and involuntary engagement and involuntary disengagement were

related stress, coping, and trait resilience were associated with global

positively associated with global sleep quality score (ps < 0.001; see

sleep quality scores in the PSQI while controlling for age and subjec-

Table 2; see Figure 1 for data visualization of involuntary engagement

tive social status. Identifying as a man (β = −0.114, p = .017), having

coping and global sleep quality association).

greater resilience (β = −0.199, p < .001), and reporting greater use
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3.2.3

Subjective sleep quality

Reporting lower pandemic-related stress (β = 0.124, p = .043), greater
resilience (β = −0.114, p = .041), more primary control engagement
coping (β = −0.166, p = .007), and less involuntary engagement (β =
0.316, p < .001) were significantly associated with better subjective
sleep quality while controlling for age and subjective SES. Gender (β =
−0.075, p = .106), secondary control engagement coping (β = −0.028,
p = .649), disengagement coping (β = −0.104, p = .124), and involuntary disengagement (β = 0.013, p = .882) were not significantly associated with subjective sleep quality. The overall model fit was R2 = .231
(Table 3) and functional results were the same when the regression was
F I G U R E 1 Bivariate relation between involuntary engagement
coping and global sleep quality. Note. Involuntary engagement coping
was coded such that higher numbers signify greater engagement in
involuntary coping (measured via the Responses to Stress
Questionnaire; Connor-Smith et al., 2000) while global sleep quality
was coded such that higher numbers signify worse global sleep quality
(measured via the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index; Buysse et al., 1989).

rerun excluding participants who failed the attention-check.

4

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to examine factors that affect sleep quality during the coronavirus pandemic. Specifically, we were interested in
determining if factors such as pandemic-related stress, particular coping strategies, and resilience were associated with sleep quality while
addressing relevant demographic and coronavirus-contextual controls.

of primary control engagement (β = −0.138, p = .029) and disengage-

Interestingly, pandemic-related stress was not significantly associated

ment coping (β = −0.183, p = .008) were associated significantly with

with sleep quality, and current research examining this relationship,

better sleep quality (i.e., a lower global PSQI score). Greater involun-

particularly in US adult civilians, remains unclear (Benham, 2020; Kim-

tary engagement (β = 0.318, p < .001), on the other hand, was signif-

Godwin et al., 2021; Tsang et al., 2021; Ulrich et al., 2021). Our results

icantly associated with poorer sleep quality (i.e., a higher global PSQI

instead suggest that resilience and coping during the coronavirus pan-

score). Finally, pandemic-related stress (β = 0.098, p = .117), secondary

demic may influence sleep quality more than pandemic-related stress,

control engagement coping (β = 0.039, p = .523), and involuntary dis-

which presents interesting applied implications. Involuntary engage-

engagement (β = 0.141, p = .111) were not significantly associated

ment coping, which includes rumination and physiological arousal, was

with global sleep quality scores. The overall model fit was R2 = 0.283

associated with poor sleep quality. In contrast, greater primary control

(Table 3) and functional results (i.e., the direction and significance of the

engagement coping and resilience were associated with better sleep

betas) persisted when the regression was rerun excluding participants

quality. In addition, consistent with past research, gender was associ-

who failed the attention-check.

ated with sleep quality, such that women experienced worse sleep quality compared with men during the COVID-19 pandemic (Cellini et al.,
2021; Foster et al., 2017; Franceschini et al., 2020; Hajali et al., 2019;

3.2.2

Sleep latency

Mong & Cusmano, 2016; Paiva et al., 2021; Salfi et al., 2020; Siddique
et al., 2021). Thus, the results of our study confirm prior research to

Greater resilience (β = −0.168, p = .004) and use of primary control

demonstrate that gender disparities in sleep persist during pandemics

engagement coping (β = −0.147, p = .024) were significantly associ-

while addressing robust sociodemographic and contextual controls. In

ated with shorter latencies to falling asleep. On the other hand, greater

addition, our study is the first to establish that coping and resilience are

involuntary engagement in response to pandemic-related stress was

more strongly associated with sleep quality than stress or local infec-

associated with longer latencies to falling asleep (β = 0.205, p = .027).

tion rates during a pandemic.

Finally, gender (β = −0.069, p = .160), pandemic-related stress (β =

Previous studies showed associations between stress and sleep dur-

0.124, p = .056), secondary control engagement coping (β = 0.088, p =

ing COVID-19 (Ahmed et al., 2021; Alimoradi et al., 2021; Benham,

.173), disengagement coping (β = −0.107, p = .137) and involuntary dis-

2020; Browning et al., 2021; Guo et al., 2020; Kim-Godwin et al.,

engagement (β = 0.029, p = .752) were not significantly associated with

2021; Tsang et al., 2021; Ulrich et al., 2021; Wright et al., 2020) and

sleep latency while controlling for age and subjective SES. The overall

the present results may diverge from these findings for a few rea-

= 0.155 (Table 3). When excluding those that failed the

sons. First, the present study examined pandemic-related stress, while

attention-check, the relation between greater involuntary engagement

the majority of research on coronavirus assessed stress using general

and longer latency to falling asleep remained positive, but was trend-

stress measures, which precludes conclusions about the influence of

ing and failed to reach significance (p = .061); otherwise, all functional

the stress of COVID-19 on sleep. Next, though we hypothesized that

results persisted.

pandemic-related stress would be associated with worse sleep quality,

model fit was R2
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an adjusted, bivariate negative relationship between pandemic-related

such as acceptance and positive thinking (Connor-Smith et al., 2000),

stress and sleep quality was not sustained when accounting for robust

were not associated with sleep quality. These findings indicate that

demographic, contextual, coping, and resilience-based factors. Inter-

active steps taken to alleviate pandemic-related stress and regulate

estingly, pandemic-related stress was influenced by the outbreak as

emotions towards the stress are associated with better sleep (more

there was a positive association between objective infection rates and

so than attempts to adapt to the stress). Interestingly, these COVID-

pandemic-related stress (Table S1). However, pandemic-related stress

19-related coping strategies were associated with sleep outcomes over

was not a significant factor in sleep health. These findings were surpris-

and above the positive relation between general resilience and healthy

ing and suggest that alternative factors are more strongly associated

sleep, suggesting that enhancing pandemic-specific coping has benefits

with sleep than pandemic-related stress, or perhaps even fully mediate

across people who are higher and lower in general resilience. Enhanc-

the impact of pandemic-related stress upon sleep, which is a direction

ing positive coping during pandemics could be a fruitful intervention to

for future research.

improve sleep even among those who may be psychologically vulner-

Since coping strategies may directly influence sleep quality, they

able. The results contribute to a growing body of research suggesting

are important to be considered (El-Sheikh et al., 2014; Grafe et al.,

that certain adaptive coping strategies are more effective in protecting

2020; Pillai et al., 2014; Tada, 2017; Zhang et al., 2020). Our study indi-

against impaired sleep during stressful circumstances like the current

cated that a maladaptive coping strategy, namely, involuntary engage-

COVID-19 pandemic.

ment, was associated with poorer global sleep quality. Involuntary

Our results indicate that trait resilience, which describes the abil-

engagement includes components such as physiological arousal and

ity to "bounce back," recover from, or endure a stressor, was associ-

rumination, which have been shown in previous studies (outside of

ated with better sleep quality. Like primary control engagement cop-

pandemic conditions) to be associated with impaired sleep (Y. Li et al.,

ing, greater resilience was associated with better global sleep quality,

2019; Tousignant et al., 2019; Zoccola et al., 2009). Stress-induced

shorter latencies to sleeping, and better subjective sleep quality. As

physiological arousal includes sympathetic activity, which prevents the

a stable trait (Smith et al., 2008), resilience is an important factor in

decrease in blood pressure normally observed in slow-wave sleep,

reducing stress and its effects (C. Chen, 2016; Y. Li et al., 2019; McCan-

ultimately decreasing sleep quality (Seravalle et al., 2018; Sherwood

lies et al., 2014; Wood et al., 2010). Importantly, low resilience is related

et al., 2011). Moreover, when an individual ruminates, they tend

to a dysregulation in the stress response and persistent psychopathol-

to repeatedly think about or fixate on a situation (Lazarus, 2006),

ogy, in which sleep disturbances are common (Hjemdal et al., 2011; Wu

which has been associated with insomnia and poor sleep quality

et al., 2013). Moreover, previous studies suggest that high resilience is

(Pillai et al., 2014). The present findings also align with recent COVID-

associated with better sleep (Palagini et al., 2018; Seelig et al., 2016).

19 specific research, showing that involuntary engagement, particu-

Thus, the present results are consistent with previous findings suggest-

larly through rumination, reduced sleep quality in college students

ing that resilience is associated with positive mental health outcomes

during the pandemic (Du et al., 2020). Our study supports and extends

including better sleep, even during the coronavirus pandemic.

these findings to a representative sample of US adults. Furthermore,

Consistent with previous research (Cellini et al., 2021; Franceschini

our results demonstrate that involuntary engagement coping is more

et al., 2020; Liang et al., 2020; Mohammadzadeh et al., 2020; Paiva

strongly associated with sleep quality than pandemic-related stress

et al., 2021; Siddique et al., 2021; Xiong et al., 2020), we found that

or objective infection rates. Beyond global sleep quality, involuntary

women reported poorer global sleep quality compared to men during

engagement coping was also associated with longer latencies to fall

the coronavirus pandemic. Further, our study extended these findings

asleep and poorer subjective sleep quality. In sum, while involun-

by demonstrating that these gender disparities persisted even when

tary engagement in response to acute stressors can be adaptive in

accounting for subjective socioeconomic status, stress, coping, and

the short-term (McEwen, 2000), high involuntary engagement dur-

other potentially relevant covariates. However, though the previous

ing a chronic stressor, such as the pandemic, relates to poorer sleep

literature indicates that women report a longer latency to fall asleep

measures.

and lower subjective sleep quality than men in non-pandemic condi-

In contrast, we found that adaptive coping strategies, such as pri-

tions (Baker et al., 2007; Mallampalli & Carter, 2014; Ohayon et al.,

mary control engagement coping, which focuses on directly altering

2013), this disparity did not persist in our representative sample of US

the stressor or one’s response to it, were associated with better global

adults during the coronavirus pandemic. In contrast to our research,

sleep quality. Moreover, this adaptive coping strategy was associated

other studies found increased sleep latency in women compared to

with shorter latencies to falling asleep and greater subjective sleep

men during the COVID-19 pandemic (Casagrande et al., 2020; Del Río-

quality. For some time now, adaptive coping strategies included in pri-

Casanova et al., 2021; Liang et al., 2020). However, these populations

mary control engagement coping, such as problem solving and emo-

were from countries with much higher COVID-19 infection rates at

tional regulation, have been associated with better quality sleep (C.

the time of data collection, which could affect sleep latency scores. In

Chen, 2016; H.-M. Chen et al., 2015; Wood et al., 2010). Our study

addition, we were surprised that our results indicated that subjective

demonstrates that this coping strategy is also associated with better

sleep quality did not differ between genders (because global sleep

quality sleep in the context of a pandemic. In contrast, we found that

quality scores did show gender disparities); however, it is important to

other adaptive coping strategies, including secondary control coping,

note the differences between subjective sleep quality and global sleep

which is focused on adaptation to a stressor and includes components

quality scores. In short, the PSQI global sleep quality score consists of
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several components including, but not limited to: sleep duration, sleep

study, longitudinal research has demonstrated that population stress

efficiency, sleep disturbances, and daytime dysfunction. In contrast,

levels related to the pandemic fluctuate, with indicators for anxiety or

the subjective sleep quality component only contains one item, in

depressive disorders rising steadily across 2020 (Mental Health - House-

which participants rate their sleep in the past month. While this PSQI

hold Pulse Survey - COVID-19, 2021). Thus, longitudinal data would pro-

item may not be the ideal representation of subjective sleep quality,

vide more information about the stability of stress, coping, and sleep

the construct of subjective sleep quality remains elusive and lacks a

across the time course of the coronavirus pandemic and would enable

clear definition in the literature (Conte et al., 2020; Goelema et al.,

disaggregation of directionality effects between coping and sleep. In

2018).

addition, longitudinal research would allow further investigation of

Insights from animal models suggest that gonadal hormones such

mechanisms by which resilience and coping interact with stress and

as estrogen may partially drive sex differences in sleep responses to

sleep. Finally, sleep was operationalized using self-report. While the

stress (Gargiulo et al., 2021; Grafe et al., 2020; Mong & Cusmano,

PSQI is a clinically relevant indicator of sleep, past research has shown

2016; Walker et al., 2019). However, future research on pandemics

divergent results between self-report and actigraphy-assessed sleep

should continue to address further gender disparate factors (e.g., sex-

(Peterson et al., 2017), and future research should seek to validate the

ism, childrearing and caretaking responsibilities, sleep disorder and

present results using more objective techniques. Wearable actigraphy

stress-related psychiatric disorder incidence, etc.) that may contribute

monitors would allow for a more objective, but simultaneously ecolog-

to gender disparities in sleep during pandemics (Kessler et al., 1994;

ical assessment of sleep.

Majeno et al., 2018; Mong & Cusmano, 2016; Pepin et al., 2018; Slopen

The adverse mental health consequences of the COVID-19 pan-

et al., 2016). In addition, future research on sleep quality during the

demic are apparent, with the need for greater psychosocial interven-

COVID-19 pandemic could enhance recruitment of transgender and

tion and care for the public (Pfefferbaum & North, 2020). This study

non-binary people to ensure adequately powered analyses across gen-

sought to better understand the associations between pandemic-

der diversity (e.g., see Rodriguez-Seijas et al., 2020 for a study on psy-

related stress, coping, resilience, and sleep quality, particularly in

chological outcomes during COVID-19).

men and women living in the United States. Findings demonstrate

This study contributes to the rapidly developing literature emerg-

the importance of enhancing adaptive strategies (like primary con-

ing on the psychosocial impact of the novel coronavirus. Our study

trol engagement coping) while attenuating maladaptive strategies (like

was highly powered and representative of the United States on age,

involuntary engagement coping) in order to promote sleep health in the

race, and gender. Moreover, our analyses accounted for both demo-

face of major stressors like the coronavirus pandemic. Adaptive coping

graphic factors (e.g., age, subjective SES) and coronavirus-contextual

is malleable and a target for interventions; cognitive behavioral ther-

factors (e.g., being unemployed and looking for work, local epidemio-

apy (CBT) and mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR) interven-

logical infection rates) that could be associated with both hypothesized

tions increase adaptive coping strategies such as emotional regulation

predictors and sleep outcomes, strengthening the internal and external

and reduce maladaptive coping strategies such as rumination (Bergh-

validity of the findings.

mans et al., 2012; Chiesa & Serretti, 2009; Friedrich & Schlarb, 2018;

Despite the strengths of our study, there are aspects of sample rep-

Long et al., 2021; Shatkin et al., 2016). Moreover, both CBT and MBSR

resentation, historical context, and design worth considering as limita-

interventions enhance sleep quality in non-pandemic conditions (T.-L.

tions. While the sample matched the United States population on age,

Chen et al., 2020; Ramsawh et al., 2016). Thus, CBT and MBSR could

gender, and race, our survey was only offered in English. Survey lan-

potentially be utilized in global health emergencies to improve coping

guage accessibility is essential in future research to ensure the rep-

skills and ultimately, sleep quality, and is a direction for future research.

resentation of marginalized groups and inclusion of Spanish speakers

The present results provide a fruitful foundation, demonstrating that

in the United States (Ortega et al., 2020). Moreover, it is important

enhanced pandemic coping associates with healthier sleep across racial

to note that the stress of COVID-19 does not occur in a vacuum and

groups, socioeconomic status, regionalized virus severity, pandemic-

the data collection period coincided with widespread national protests

stress levels, and over and above general resilience. Healthy sleep is

in response to George Floyd’s murder (Buchanan et al., 2020). Other

critical to strong immune function, mental health, and cognition, and

research illustrates that the “dual pandemics” of racial oppression and

a better understanding of how stress, coping, and resilience are asso-

COVID-19 were deeply stressful during COVID-19, particularly for

ciated with sleep quality is vital to improving health outcomes during

people of color (Molock & Parchem, 2021; Trammell et al., 2021).

public health crises.

Future research on COVID-19, stress, and sleep should include discriminatory aspects of COVID-19 in stress measures alongside assess-
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